Integrations are fostering seamless ﬂows
of information across business applications
and deﬁne how payments solutions work
in a complex environment.

www.opusconsulting.com

MuleSoft
Superior platforms ﬁnd the optimal balance between delivering services to clients directly,
delivering via partnerships, and enabling third parties to bring about changes over a platform
through APIs.
As the payment industry grapples with providing resilient and reliable services to hyper-connected
customers, MuleSoft and Opus aim to help industry leaders cut through the hysteria and move to
digital solutions built for tomorrow, to deliver seamless customer experiences.

MuleSoft for Payments
1.

Modernization of Infrastructure and Operational Efﬁciency.
An API-led and cloud approach for infrastructure and data increases resiliency, scalability,
and customer value for payments. When improperly developed or managed, integrations
and APIs run the risk of being irrelevant, non- reusable, lacking security, or out of sight
with organizational goals.

2.

Transformation in Payments Products and Solutions.
As any organization focuses on individual product and solution value and market quality,
a plan on how that solution integrates to ancillary solutions and systems is vital. By
deploying a standard platform for development, management, updates, and speed to
market, companies can shift focus from the IT behind a product to the value the product
delivers to their customers.

3.

Deﬁning Value in Payments.
Cloud and Integrations in Payments (Issuing/Acquiring/Processing) is quickly becoming a
key area for organizations to ﬁnd hidden value, by unlocking ways to branch out to new
offerings and services utilizing digital. MuleSoft enables this value to be realized faster
and supports future advancements and growth.

4.

Enabling Companies to Excel in Payments
MuleSoft’s Center for Enablement (C4E), combined with Opus’ processes for API Governance
and Management, allow ﬁntech and payments organizations to maximize success and
productivity around API usage and product integration
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Vertical Focus and Payment Accelerators
Card Issuance and Management
ACH
Switch
Processing and Transactions
Fraud, Risk, Compliance, AML, and Security
Reconciliation
Payment Gateways/Payment Facilitators/Networks & Processors
Omni-channel Integration

Service Areas
Integration Consulting & Advisory
• Platform Assessment and Evaluation
• MuleSoft roadmap deﬁnition with Payments deﬁned environments
• Center for Enablement (C4E) operational strategies for API/integration practice and governance
• Security, risk, fraud, and compliance assessments against API usage and standards

Design & Blueprint
• Deﬁne business objectives & business model using MuleSoft AnyPoint Platform
• Design, build, and deploy APIs for integrated systems, data, and solutions
• Validate API blueprint, deﬁne protocols and resources for APIs

Deployment and Customization
• Develop and deployreusable APIs aligned to business goals and end-user experience
• Build architectural layers for maximized efﬁciencies
• Create model for expansion and scaling within payments solutions, using MuleSoft
AnyPoint platform and methodologies

Talk to Our Experts

About Opus
Opus Consulting Solutions focuses on shaping the future of payments technology. With experience building highly
innovative solutions and products, we combine our deep technology proﬁciency with unmatched domain expertise
in Payments and Fintech, enabling us to deliver unparalleled quality and value in everything we do.
Our team partners with a diverse global customer base, ranging from start-ups to Fortune 500 ﬁnancial leaders, all
focused on digital transformation and driving innovation in payments.

www.opusconsulting.com

